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ABSTRACT

The process of downward flame spread over the thin bed of combustible material is studied
numerically by solving two-dimensional steady-state conservation equations. The algorithm
for the prediction of flame spread rate is based on the principle of minimal entropy
production. The primary purpose of investigation is focused on the influence of opposed
ambient flow (forced and buoyancy) on the flame spread behavior. Achieved results showed
the appropriate evaluation. in comparison with experimental data, of the overall effect of the
opposed flow and of the limit of stable flame propagation.

KEYWORDS: Opposed flow, downward flame spread. numerical modeling

NOMENCLATURE

C - Specific heat;
D - Diffusion coefficient;
E - Activation energy;
g - Gravity acceleration;
J - Thermodynamic flux;
k - Preexponential factor;
Lo - Initial thickness of fuel bed;
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n - ('oordlllllte normal 10 the ~oild fuel's surface;
I' . Entropy production;
p - Pressure;

Q - Effective heat of reaction;

R - Specific gas constant;
Ro - Universal gas constant;

T - Temperature;
U , v - Velocity components;
Uf - Steady flame spread rate;

v,. - Linear pyrolysis rate;

W - Chemical reaction's rate;
X - Generalized force;
xb - Burnout position;

Y - Mass fraction.

Greek
lI(x) - Thickness of solid fuel bed;

II' - Boundary layer thickness;
"- - Thermal conductivity;
11 - Viscosity;

v - Stoichoimetric coefficient;
1; - Reaction's coordinate;

p - Density.

Subscripts
a - Ambient;
b - Buoyancy;
F -Fuel;
o - Oxidizer;
s - Solid phase;
W - Chemical reaction;
X ,Y - Thermal conduction in x and y - directions.

INTRODUCTION

By the effect of ambient free-stream flow on the flame spread process over the surface of
combustible material, two modes are usually distinguished: opposed·flow and flow-assisted
flame spread. First of them results the steady flame propagation within the reasonable interval
between ignition and extinction. For the other mode, the existence of steady flame spread
regime is not necessarily achieved, especially in the case of small-scale flames (accelerating
upward flame propagation is a typical example). Since the physical background of the
mathematical model presented below is the description of fundamentally stationary process, it
has to be outlined clearly that unsteady flame spread is not considered here.
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The development of theory of opposcd-flow flame spread [I] (stcady flame sprcad, by our
approach) fimllulnlc:d in tenns of self-contained partial differential equations of conscrvalion
laws whieh are able to describe the essence of flame propagation has started from the
classical study of de Ris [2]. His model assumes a simplified description of flow dynamics in
the gas phase (Oseen approximation) and, correspondingly, resulting formulas for flame
spread rate show the simplified dependence upon the opposed flow velocity: independence of
U f upon ua for the thermally thin fuel beds and linear increase of Uf as Ua increases for

semi-infinite thickness of fuel bed. These results, while reasonable in some cases, can not
predict the overall effect of opposed flow on the flame spread rate observed experimentally
[3], especially concerning the extinction limit.

In the comprehensive numerical models of Di Blasi et al [4] and Bhattacharjee et al [5] two
dimensional Navier-Stokes equations are used in the gas phase which allow to analyze the
effect of flow dynamics on flame spread process in details. In our previous study [6] the same
gas-phase equations are employed but the approach to the determination of the flame spread
rate is of essentially different physical nature. The steady flame spread is considered as a
stationary state of non-equilibrium thermodynamic system, which is characterized by the
minimal entropy production. The evaluation of this approach relatively to one-dimensional
flame propagation over premixed gases (7] and two-dimensional diffusion flame spread over
solid fuels [6,8] has shown the appropriate agreement with well-known basic features of
flame propagation. However, the investigation of the effect of opposed forced flow performed
in [8] was limited by the simplified definition of gas-phase flow dynamics. The present study
is devoted to the investigation of the effect of ambient free-stream flow on the downward
flame spread on the base of two-dimensional gas-phase momentum equations describing the
viscous motion of reacting gas.

FORMULATION

The model of two-dimensional downward flame spread over the solid combustible is shown
in Figure I. The problem is formulated in the steady-state coordinate system fixed on the
moving flame front. The governing equations for conservation of momentum, energy and
mass in the gas phase are

(I)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)
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(16)

(17)

(18)

(19)

(20)

(21)

(22)

(23)

(24)

for Y< O·

D
u)" Y-p +pl' J-'=psvsay

aT au
pv = 0, ay = 0, ~ = 0

u=luf+ua[H~)-HfJl
u f + ua ' for y > 0

v=O, T=Ta , YF=O, YO=YO.a
av

U=Uf+Ua,~=O, T=Ta , YF=O, YO=YO.a

.a~ =0 av =0 aT =0 aYF =0 ayo =0
ax 'ax 'ax 'ax 'ax

aT§. =0
an

x=O:

y =-O(x):

o
Vs = JWsdY

-O(x)

I x
O(x) = Lo--Jvsdx

uf 0

The mathematical statement defined by (I )-(8) provides eight equations for eight variables
which are u, v, p. T, l'(J' Yr , p, r, . Besides them, conservation equations and boundary

conditions contain three additional unknown parameters: linear pyrolysis rate vs , burning

surface profile O(x) and flame spread rate U f which are the eigenvalues of the problem.

Therefore, they should be determined through the other variables as a result of the problem's
solution. The expressions for the first two of them have been defined through the integration of
the mass balance equation in the solid fuel, which results the following [6)
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Here boundary condition (18) is introduced to define the structure of input forced flow [9)
since the boundary x =0 does not coincide with the edge offuel bed sample.

Determination of the flame spread rate Uf is the comer-stone of every flame spread theory

which uses the steady-state conservation equations. A number of studies [I) have been
reported which were analyzed [8) relatively to the approach involved to outline the algorithm
for the determination of flame spread rate. In our previous studies [6, 8) the principle of
minimal entropy production has been employed to specify the eigenvalue problem of
mathematical formulation described above.

The summary entropy production within the solid fuel considered as non-equilibrium
thermodynamic system is expressed in the following form [6)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

( II)

(12)

(13)

(14)

(15)

o(x)

FIGURE I. Flame spread modeL

aYF aYF a aYF a aYFpu-+pv- = --pD-- + -pD-- -v rPW
ax ()y ax ax ay ay

p= pIRT.

o t-+t-.c::...------,:----'----'--'-~X~b--...JL:-x---X

I., t---i-r--..,..----------.,

Itf

The balance of energy in the solid fuel is expressed as

W = kYOYF exp(- E I RoT)

Ws = ks exp(- Es / RoTs)
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y =0 (0 < x < xb): u =U f

pv= p,.v,

aT aTs- A()y + pvCT = -As ~. + p, v,C,Ts

T=Ts

ay.
-pD r/yJ+pvYo=O

The gas-phase combustion reaction and solid fuel pyrolysis both are described by Arrhenius
type formulas:

Boundary conditions, correspondingly to the configuration shown in Figure I, are



RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
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TABl.E I. (ias phase and solid fuel properties.
Symbol Gas Solid Unit

C 1005.6 1257 J I(kg K)
A 0.0254 0,1257 W/(mK)
p 1.0 650 kg/mJ

p lOS Pa
Q 1.68xI07 -7.54XI05 J/kg
k 5xl08 1010 lis
E 62850 125700 J/mol

VF 1.0

Vo 1.185

Ta 300 300 K
Lo 0.095 mm

Under some value of ambient velocity (Uti> 0.7 m/s for YO,a = 0.21 as curves 4 and 5 of

Fig.2 show) the minimum point vanishes and monotonous character of the distribution of
entropy production appears. The same dependence is observed for higher ambient oxidizer
mass fraction (YO.a = 0.30) which is shown in Fig.3. In this case the minimum point on the

distribution of entropy production corresponding to extinction limit (curve 5 of Fig.3)
becomes even more sharp. For the higher values of U a the minimum point also vanishes.

FIGURE 2. Dependence of entropy production distribution versus flame spread rate upon
ambient opposed flow velocity. YO•a = 0.21.

Curves: 1- uti = 0,2- ua = O.l5m/s, 3- uti = 0.3 mis, 4- ua = 0.7 mis, 5- ua = 1.0m/s.

(25)

(27)

(26)

(28)

(29)

x .!..aTs
x - T2 ax

s

X __~ aT.
y - r2 a .

s y

Xw =Qs( :s --i,; )-Rln~

1' .. J1(.J I XI t.J I X I I.J II X II )dydt
(1··6

~(x) = l-o(x)1 Lo

Here T; is the maximal temperature in the solid fuel and reaction's coordinate ~ of solid

fuel's pyrolysis is described correspondingly to fuel bed thickness as

Finally, the algorithm for the prediction of flame spread rate is based on the principle of
minimal entropy production. Among the possible solutions corresponding to every assigned
value of flame spread rate Uf' the stationary one is that which provides the minimum of integral

(25) and corresponding value of U f is presumed to be the searched steady flame spread rate.
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The numerical solution of the problem statement defined above is obtained by combined
finite difference (for gas phase) - finite element (for solid fuel) procedure described in (6).

where thermodynamic fluxes and generalized forces due to the thermal conduction and
chemical reaction are

The prediction of steady rate of downward flame spread over the thin sheet of paper has been
carried out here. The gas phase and solid fuel properties used in the calculations are listed in
Table I. These values have been proposed by Frey and rien (10) except of the
preexponential factor of chemical reaction of combustion in the gas phase which has been
selected (6) for better correlation with the experimental data. Diffusion coefficient is
expressed as pD=LeA/Cand viscosity as Jl=PrA/C, where Lewis number Le=1 and
Prandtl number Pr = I.

Figure 2 presents the results of calculation of entropy production under the various values of
opposed flow velocities for YO,a = 0.21. The point of minimum (triangle symbol) indicating

the searched flame spread rate moves slightly to the smaller values as opposed flow velocity
increases. As the uti increases the minimum point itself becomes marked more weakly.
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FIGURE 5. Distribution of temperature field in the flame zone.
(a)- U a =O,(b)- U a =O.lm/s.

between 'stationary' and 'steady' flame propagation. The experimental investigation of
Hirano et al [II] showed the existence of two regimes of downward flame spread in opposed
forced flow. Unless ua reaches some value the stable regime of a self-similar process of

flame propagation is observed. Above this stable limit of utI the flame spread process

becomes locally unstable. Actually the flame is able to propagate along the surface but spread
rate itself is determined as a time-averaged value. Therefore, such process is essentially
unsteady and can not be considered as a stationary thermodynamic state of the system and
flame spread rate can not be predicted by our approach beyond the stable regime of flame
spread.
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FIGURE 3. Dependence of entropy production distribution versus flame spread rate upon
ambient opposed flow velocity. YO,a = 0.30.

Curves: 1- ua = 0 , 2- u a = 0.2 mis, 3- u a = 0.4 m/s, 4- u a = 0.8m/s, 5- u a = 2.2 m/s.

FIGURE 4. Dependence of flame spread rate upon the ambient flow velocity.
Curves: t> - YO,a = 0.21 , 0 - YO,a = 0.30.

The overall dependence of flame spread rate upon the ambient opposed flow is shown in
Fig.4. Comparing these data with the well-known results of measurements [3,11] a
satisfactory agreement may be concluded.

However, last conclusion may be addressed properly to the range of opposed flow vel.ocity
before the extinction limit shown in FigA. Beyond this limit the proposed approach falls to
calculate the steady flame spread rate since there is no minimum point on the distribution of
entropy production as shown in Fig.2. This feature relates to fundamental physical difference

r



Anolhcr d'pt'l" o. thc Innlll'IKC ". amlllcnt flow on thc namc spread rule: rclalcs to the effeet
o'nllurul l'llnve:Clllln Ilccurring arllund the flame zone. The distributilln of temperature field
In lhe: flame lone: III the absence of ambient flow shown in Fig.5a would bc considered as
somewhat unrealistic comparing with the experimental data (e.g. [12]). Actually. in the case
of downward flame spread the buoyancy flow is formed ahead of flame leading edge due to
the temperature difference between flame zone and surrounding. The order of magnitude of

such flow's velocity can be estimated [9) as ub oc [g/(TJ - Ta ) / T
f

)1/2, where characteristic

length / oc A. / CpUb, which results the following [13)

(30)

Here TJ is the temperature in flame zone and B is a constant. Figure 5b presents the

distribution of temperature field under the input opposed flow of some characteristic
buoyancy velocity. In this case temperature field becomcs much more realistic.
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